
 
SEASON 18 CLASS EXPECTATIONS  

Classes with Ms. Orialis 
 

Hi! Welcome to Ms. Orialis’ classes. Below you will find the expectations that are to be 
followed every week in the class. 

 

Beg Dancers Jazz/Tap 

1. Have fun and try your hardest in class 

2. No fighting over spots 

3. No talking or tapping while teacher is talking 

4. No hanging or swinging on the barres 

5. Be proud of what you do well! 

6. Be happy when your friends do well! 

Always dance full out! 

 

Jazz and Technique (Mini-Sr) 

1. Be prepared for class (correct shoes, dress code & hair groomed) 

2. Be present and engaged from the start of class 

3. Strive for a win in every class! 

4. Don’t dull your greatness for every reason 

5. Don’t hide your weaknesses, change them! 

6. Celebrate your classmates wins and use them as motivation! 

 



Tap (Mini-Sr) 

1. Always bring your tap shoes 

2. Pack socks & band aides in your bag for blister relief 

3. Keep your feet still while I am teaching and while others are dancing 

4. Always find the “1”  

5. Never be afraid to try a step by yourself! 

6. Keep your hands to yourselves in class 

7. When it is not your turn to tap, always keep your eyes and ears active 
and focused on the person dancing 

8. Believe you are a great tap dancer, and you will be! 

 

Tap 

1. Be open to new experiences 

2. Zero judgement for yourself and others 

3. Be true to who and where you are each class 

4. Breath is your superpower 

 

Following these rules will ensure safe and progressive class space for the 
students. Failure to follow these rules will result in student(s) not being able to 
participate in certain activities/class for the day or being sent to the front desk.  

Any questions or concerns about the expectations of the class, please do not hesitate to 
email me at: 
orialiss@murrietadanceproject.com  

 
 


